
Sierra Ranches Preserve Maintenance 
Questions from Residents 

This will get 
redesigned once the 
open water channels 
around residential 
lots are brought to 
CBWCD depth code 
and redesigned for 
long-term 
engineering stability 

Original plan.  Some 
substitutions have 
been approved that 
are not reflected in 
this plan.  



How much of the Preserve is planted or covered now vs planned full growth state?  

Inspection photo from South Florida Water Management District (SFWMD), Sep 15, 2023 

Answer choices:  
 
a. One third?  
b. Half?   
c. Something else?  



Today you charge $43,200 for wetland and upland maintenance annually  
Each home’s share is $546.83 annually  

 
When the acreage of the preserve grows to full planned value and the plants become 

mature, will the maintenance cost go up proportional to acreage?  
 

For example, if the answer on the previous slide was that only one-third of the planned 
acreage exists now, can we expect that in today’s prices each family’s share of preserve 

maintenance will be $1640.50 when it is fully grown?  
 

What do you expect the inflation rate to be on your per acre maintenance cost? 3%, 
5%, 7%, something else?  



The preserve facing residential shorelines and the 34 foot open water buffer do not 
have any planned plantings, and anything that grows naturally must be killed with 

herbicide frequently and eliminated as nuisance species  
 

Why are these not being maintained per CBWCD regulations on nuisance species in 
their flow channels and honor the maintenance contract that Lennar (and now by 

inheritance the HOA) has signed with the CBWCD?  
 

CBWCD can do the work and charge us 18% annual interest rate.  
 

Does your existing annual contract cover maintenance of residential shorelines on 
the preserve and the open water buffer?  

 
Or you are only concerned with the Marsh (wetland), Hydric Islands (upland) and 

Transition Buffers (upland)? 
 

Resident Sunil Menon has already exchanged notes with the SFWMD/ Broward County that no conservation function was planned in the 
residential shorelines and the open water buffer.  The CBWCD regs would prevail even though the SFWMD conservation easement “conflicts” 
with CBWCD’s flowage, drainage and retention easement as no conservation function was planned for the residential shorelines or the open 

water buffer and flowage in the arterial channels is the key function of the open water. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Would we have to create a new contract addendum for you to maintain the 
residential shorelines and the open water buffer? 

 
If answer to above question is yes, how much extra will that cost us annually?  

 
Some data for you: Residential shoreline length facing preserve 2190 linear feet.  

The west lake perimeter is slightly smaller but you can use the same number from 
there to give us estimates since your invoices reveal that you do shoreline weed 

maintenance, aquatic weed maintenance and algae control there.  
 

Resident Sunil Menon has already exchanged notes with the SFWMD and Broward County that no conservation function was 
planned in the residential shorelines and the open water buffer.  The CBWCD regs would prevail even though the SFWMD 

conservation easement “conflicts” with CBWCD’s flowage, drainage and retention easement as no conservation function was 
planned for the residential shorelines or the open water buffer and flowage/drainage is the main function of the open water 

channels as Sunil confirmed with the SFWMD.  

 
 
 
 
 
 



Your maintenance report today is deficient – where are the details of what was done?  
I have an example of a preserve maintenance report from another community in 

CBWCD/ SFWMD’s jurisdiction which is very detailed.  



What is your plan to meet the 3% cap on exotic and nuisance species between 
maintenance activities? 

 
Are you going to manually check this? Are you going to use satellite images? Are you 

going to use other tools?  
 

An easy place to achieve this goal is at the residential shorelines and the open water 
buffer   



How often do you maintain the wetlands?  
 

Monthly?  
 

The marsh in front of Lot #26 &27 is full of spatterdocks, which is not an approved 
species in the marsh. It must be eliminated monthly since it is nuisance species even 

though it is native (read article “Native Species Gone Rogue”.  
 

Residents have never ever seen that portion of the wetland maintained 

34’ Waterbuffer full of nuisance species. 
View from the boatramp looking south. 

Marsh in front of Lot #26-27 dominated by 
nuisance/non-approved species- spatterdocks 



Did you give these work instructions to the workers who planted the marsh on March 
30th, 2023? Why such shoddy instructions? Where was the precision to maintain the 34 

ft. water buffer? The V-shaped open water channel outside residential lots likely 
collapsed till then and it would have been impossible for your workers to know the 

marsh from the open water channel as depth measurements were not intact due to 
sloughing and channel collapse.  



What does a good well maintained preserve look like? 
Well-maintained residential shorelines, clear open water buffer with no wetland 

plantings and regularly maintained. 

Hydric Berm exists in this project in CBWCD/ SFWMD’s 
jurisdiction and keeps wetland plantings in its area where 
they flourish.  Look at the cleanliness of the open water 
buffer! 

Same norm for residential shoreline and water buffer 
maintenance exists in five other communities resident, Sunil 
Menon visited. 



Back up Slides 



 
 

Conservation plan does not call for any plantings on residential shorelines or the open 
water buffer 

No plantings 

No plantings 



 
 

Conservation plan does not call for any plantings on residential shorelines or the open 
water buffer 



 
 

Standards from adjacent district show no wetland plantings in residential shoreline or 
open water 

They also show a divider/ hydric berm 



 
 

Standards from adjacent district show no wetland plantings in residential shoreline or 
open water 

They also show a divider/ hydric berm 


